List of Prohibited for Transportation Substances and Items
1. The following substances and items are not allowed to be put in international
shipments:

- Medicines
- Vitamins
- Disinfectants and hand gel sanitizers
- Rose oil, lavender oil and other extracts of essential oils are forbidden to send. It is

allowed to send rose water and other diluted products.
- Parcels containing food in any form are not accepted, unless the food is properly

packaged and long-lasting.
- Honey (food)
- Food without origin label
- More than one bottle of alcoholic concentrate
- Bottled wine is transported only in Speedy packaging – 1 or 3 bottles. Every bottles is a

separate shipment. It is not possible to join several packages at one in order to travel as
a one shipment.
- Trademark goods in quantities of more than 1 per consignment.
- Narcotics, drugs, psychotropic and poisonous substances
- Weapons, ammunition, pyrotechnic articles, explosive, flammable or other hazardous

substances or items - Items in conflict with the moral values and principles
- Items or substances that put in danger the lives of the postal services employees or other

individuals due to their packaging or contents; substances with ADR level of hazard or levels
of hazard according to other conventions
- Religious materials of prohibited or unregistered sects or organizations - Moveable cultural

goods without license or certificate
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- Leather, carpets, watches or other jewelry or leather goods that correspond to a price of 520

EUR each or more.
- Perishable goods, live or dead animals, materials for medical or biological examinations,

medical waste, human or animal remnants, body parts or organs, live plants.
- Items or substances requiring temperature transport
- Coins, banknotes, currency, securities (stocks and bonds), cash transfer orders, vouchers,

entry tickets, phone cards or similar documents of value for the consignee, precious materials
(platinum, gold, silver), worked or unworked precious stones, real pearls, unique jewelry,
antiques, works of art or other items of value are prohibited
- Other items or substances listed in international contracts, as well as, items which import and

distribution are forbidden in the country of destination
- Excise goods or tobacco refuse, which possession, import, transportation, supply and

commercial sale are prohibited by the Excise Duties and Tax Warehouse Act
- Bottled alcoholic beverages with bands or labels, where nominal quantity in liters is pointed

and is less or exceeds the capacity of the bottle
- Bottled alcoholic beverages without bands or labels, when such are mandatory, are forged or

counterfeited or are expired
- DUTY FREE labeled bottled alcoholic beverages
- Tobacco products without bands or labels, when such are mandatory, are forged or

counterfeited or are expired
- Tobacco products in bulks or in separate bulks, more than 40 units of opened packages, except

for manually rolled on cigars
- DUTY FREE labeled tobacco products
- More than 40 pieces manually rolled cigarettes, pre-made of cigarette filtered tubes
- Tobacco waste that is not smoking tobacco (lighter fuel or cigarettes) - Used excise bands or

labels, goods that were labeled according to a repealed model, after the date the new labeling
model has been introduced
- Samsung Galaxy Note 7
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- Shipments that consist of more than one package

- DPD ECONOMY shipments that do not comply with ALL the requirements of the service at

the same time (in other words, shipments that comply with two of the requirements but do not
comply with the third, are not eligible for transportation):
- 1) Maximum weight – 40 kg
- 2) The longest side of the package should not exceed 175 cm
- 3) The doubled sum of the length of the two shorter sides + the length of longest one should

not exceed 300cm

- Shipments in suitcases, denks or other of that kind are not eligible for transportation. The

content of the shipment should be put in a cardboard box in order to be accepted for
transportation.

2. Prohibited items for specific states:
- France – chocolate is prohibited
- United Kingdom, Scotland Ireland – excise goods (alcohol and tobacco)
- Sweden – alcohol may only be sent to a customs registered consignee who is eligible to receive

the product
- Turkey – electronics, spare parts ( any kind of spare parts)
- Russia – sending shipments to an individual is prohibited (only shipments containing

documents are accepted, they can only be sent from a legal entity to a legal entitry).

3. Items prohibited for transportation with AIR EXPRESS – air delivery:
- Perfumes, dry ice, acetone, milk and milk products, dangerous goods – even in limited
amounts
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For all non-EU countries - an additional question as to whether the content can be sent if it is
different from documents.

4. International shipments are not eligible for transportation if they are:
- Paid by the consignee or by a third party that does not have a contract with Speedy
- Addressed to a mailbox
- There is no email address and local phone number of the consignee
- Parcels with COD (except for service Speedy CEE Economy)
- For shipments in Switzerland, only documentary shipments with Air Express service are

permitted.

List of european union members at this moment:

Austria

Germany

Netherlands

Belgium

Greece

Poland

Croatia

Hungary

Portugal

Cyprus

Ireland

Romania

Czechia

Italy

Slovakia

Denmark

Latvia

Slovenia

Estonia

Lithuania

Spain

Finland

Luxembourg

Sweden

France

Malta
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